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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The growing share of variable renewable energy necessitates flexibility in the electricity
system, which flexible energy generation, demand side participation and energy storage
systems can provide. SIM4BLOCKS aims to develop innovative demand response (DR) services
for smaller residential and commercial customers, implement and test these services in
three pilot sites and subsequently, transfer the successful DR models to customers of Project
partners and into other European countries. The pilot sites are blocks of highly energy
efficient buildings with a diverse range of renewable and cogeneration supply systems and
requisite ICT infrastructure that allows direct testing of DR strategies. SIM4BLOCK’s main
objectives are to specify the technical characteristics of the demand flexibility that will
enable dynamic DR; to study the optimal use of the DR capability in the context of market
tariffs and RES supply fluctuations; and to develop and implement market access and
business models for DR offered by blocks of buildings with a focus on shifting power to heat
applications and optimization of the available energy vectors in buildings. Actions toward
achieving these objectives include: quantifying the reliability of bundled flexibility of
smaller buildings via pilot site monitoring schemes; combining innovative automated
modelling and optimization services with big data analytics to deliver the best real time DR
actions, including motivational user interfaces and activation programs; and developing new
DR services that take into account the role of pricing, cost effectiveness, data policies,
regulations, and market barriers to attain the critical mass needed to effectively access
electricity markets. SIM4BLOCK’s approach supports the Work Program by maximizing the
contribution of buildings and occupants and combining decentralised energy management
technology at the blocks of building level to enable DR, thereby illustrating the benefits
achievable (e.g. efficiency, user engagement, cost).

1.2

Purpose of D1.4

This document aims to provide a clear and coherent idea on the energy infrastructure
present/installed/planned in the different pilot sites and their respective
abilities/potentials to shift electricity and/or thermal energy over a pre-defined period of
time. The document is also used to provide information on the scalability of these
technologies when implemented countrywide and the limitations of the technology for
scenarios similar to the ones available at each pilot site.
Depending on the use cases defined in D1.1 and what is possible at each pilot site, the data
frequency and latency required for the necessary software, hardware and the interfacing
between the user, market and the DSM/DR-service provider needs to be adapted. For this
project to have a broad impact and open DR for blocks of commercial/residential buildings
to the electricity and services market, the solutions produced need to be widely replicable
and adhere to standards prevalent in the market. This is only possible by specifying the
technologies available at each site. Following that, work needs to be done to see how these
technologies work in tandem in each site. Both of the previous steps will lead to the logical
conclusion, which is a theoretical quantification of the capabilities of each site to provide
flexibility to the grid using Demand Response (DR). This potential is quantified for each site
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upon definition of the use cases. This is followed by identification of technical and
operational constraints for the technologies and the site, which will be utilised to ascertain
the capability of DR for the countries where the sites are present, provided they are of
similar topology and/or have similar technologies and have access to the necessary markets.
Finally, this deliverable has been used to produce a specification sheet for the energy
conversion technologies and control hardware and software available on each of the pilot
sites and which hardware components can interface with them. The sheet provides
information on the manufacturer, model, nominal capacities of inputs and outputs, modes
of control and operation, running times etc.
By using national studies and databases and the data served by CIMNE, HFT, REstore and EDF
Energy as a sample, analysis will indicate which energy conversion technologies and control
hardware are common in the partners’ countries and the trends in installation of new
technologies in each of their respective countries. An assessment has been made to
understand which of the solutions implemented in the pilot sites can be reproduced in each
country and what market potential is available at present, and in the near future.
The succeeding sections are structured as follows:
1. Section 2 provides information on the Site-specific potential for each of the sites
which are a part of the Sim4blocks project.
2. The work done in the previous section is coalesced with data provided by WattGo,
Restore, EDF, EIFER and other members to create Section 3 where the national
potentials for the technologies for Switzerland, Germany, Spain, France, Belgium and
UK are ascertained.
3. A short conclusion summarizing the document and the implications of the different
topics discussed in the earlier sections for Sim4Blocks and policy at EU level.
4. This is followed by a list of references and a list explaining the terms and acronyms
used in the report consolidates the body of the report.
5. Finally, the annex lists all the specification sheets for the three sites: St. Cugat,
Naters and Wüstenrot respectively.

2 Pilot sites, the different systems and system potentials
2.1

Naters – Systems and their Potential

The Naters pilot site is a block of 13 residential multi-family buildings located in Naters,
Valais in Switzerland. One of the multi-family buildings also has commercial spaces. The
buildings are equipped with water-water heat pumps (single/multi-stage), domestic hot
water (DHW) tanks, thermal storage tanks and electrical heaters (only in the DHW tanks).
The theoretical potential that could be shifted can be characterised as the theoretical
potential of power/energy that can be shifted by changing the behavior of the controllable
devices to maximise the total system energy/power flows. The block of buildings are treated
as a single aggregated block. Also, for the control of the block of buildings and all the thermal
and electrical systems within, the models developed are optimised as a centralised block,
for the entire site. The objective function utilised to drive the optimisation is a single
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function for the entire site. The control strategies developed are collected and sent to the
devices and/or the aggregator depending on the use case being considered for optimization.

2.1.1 Building (mass & distribution system)
The buildings in the Naters site have different capacities and energy utilisation rates. The
schematic and details of the buildings have been provided in Figure 22 and Table 8 of Annex
2.
As real-time (RT) data collection is an ongoing process over the entire period of the project,
all calculations for the purpose of creating the initial models and for this report has been
done utilising the standardised data from the SIA (Swiss Society of Engineers and Architects
standards of buildings,SIA 380/1. ). The building heat transfer coefficients and the surface
reference area for all the buildings have been estimated using the values provided in the SIA
standards. Some of the more important equations have been listed in the paragraphs and
sections below and some other values and data are listed in Table 7(Annex 2).
The energy and power demands for the buildings can be calculated using the equations listed
below, which is derived from a TiThTe model (as can be seen from Bacher, P., & Madsen, H.
(2011)): Here, the internal temperature (Tint ) equation is mentioned:
𝑑𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑡)
1
1
=
(𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑣 (𝑡) − 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑡)) +
(𝑇 (𝑡) − 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑡)) + 𝜎𝑖 𝑑𝜔𝑖
𝑑𝑡
𝐶𝑖 𝑅𝑖𝑒
𝐶𝑖 𝑅𝑖ℎ ℎ
The time constants, τ and the internal resistances 𝑅𝑖ℎ , 𝑅𝑖𝑒 and the heat capacity 𝐶𝑖 and all
other factors that dictate the parametrisation are either calculated from the SIA models,
where available and the utilises data collected from different sources from scientific
literature like Bacher, P., & Madsen, H. (2011), Andersen, K. K., Madsen, H., & Hansen, L.
H. (2000). and Ghosh, S., Reece, S., Rogers, A., Roberts, S., Malibari, A., & Jennings, N. R.
(2015).

2.1.2 Heat Pumps
Heat pumps used in the Naters site comprises of temperature sensors and is controlled by
setting signals through the standard interfaces provided by the manufacturers (e.g.,
Vitotronic for Viessmann heat pumps). These interfaces utilise communication and
interfacing protocols which are industry standards. The temperature settings are calculated
by sensors that measure any temperature between -40°C to 40°C for temperature
measurement for the external temperatures and internal temperatures of the rooms in the
buildings. The maximum heating circuit temperature has been set at 70°C with four different
settings for standard operation, reduced operation (with and without room influence). The
inputs and associated outputs at rated capacities have been listed in Table 8 and Table 9
respectively (in Annex 2).
The estimation of energy storage via the heat pumps is an easy proposition as heat pumps
have zero storage capacity. They are energy conversion devices and for the purposes of this
report, heat pumps are represented as shifters of electric power. This is as the only power
utilization for heat pumps is through the switch on/off of the compressor and the circulation
pumps. The start-up times for the heat pump can be viewed as instantaneous and constant,
as once the compressor and circulation pumps/fans begin operation, the electricity
consumption is fairly constant (disregarding the momentary transience during start-up). But,
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from a thermal perspective, the conversion of electrical input into thermal output is a slower
process that ramps up over time until reaching maximum output. The thermal outputs also
vary depending on the temperatures at the source and the sink. This can also be seen from
the heat pump input and output curves like in Fardoun, F., Ibrahim, O., Zoughaib, A. (2011)
. The compressor and other components and their controlling variables are listed in Table 8
of Annex 2. The maximum flexibility achievable from the heat pumps is by switching on all
the heat pumps at the same time or to switch them all off at the same time, provided they
were running. This would imply that the maximum flexibility which can be offered by the
heat pumps come to 840kWth and 220kWe.

2.1.3 Storage tanks (buffer tank & DHW tank)
The thermal storage systems are controlled using temperature sensors which are connected
to the heat pump control units and the flows of water are controlled through motorised
valves and switching on and off of the circulation pumps. In the case of DHW storage tanks,
the electric resistance-based heating is controlled through an on/off control with
instantaneous heating. The electric heating is primarily performed to prevent bacterial
infestations. But, they can be controlled and utilised as a potential source of energy which
can be used to shift energy.
The maximum energetic potential of the storage devices is calculated by solving discretised
stratified tank segments, where M is the water mass in the storage segment and T is the
temperature in each segment:
𝑑𝑇
𝑑2 𝑇
𝑀𝑐𝑝
= 𝑚̇𝑐𝑃 ∆𝑇 + 𝑘𝐴𝑡 2 + 𝑈𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 )
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑧
The maximum temperature that the storage tanks can store is 95°C, but in all practicality,
temperatures above 65°C will be difficult to sustain, since the maximum output from the
heat pump is 65°C. This is also the temperature to which the thermal resistors heat the DHW
tanks. Hence when you look at the energy that can be stored or provided instantaneously by
the storage tanks; assuming the temperature of a storage tank at rest is 15°C, the summation
of the total capacities multiplied by the energy capacities.
The volume of the thermal storage devices currently available at Naters amounts to 22100
kg for thermal storage and space heating (SH) purposes and an additional 14150 kg for
domestic hot water (DHW). The tanks in Naters are built for holding up to 95°C and 6 bar
pressure and assuming internal temperature of 15 °C, the maximum energy that can be
stored within the thermal storage in Naters is estimated to be 12122 MJ. In reality, the
maximum temperature that will be fed into the storage tanks come to 65°C (maximum outlet
temperature from the heat pumps and electrical heaters). Assuming that the storage internal
temperature of 15°C and 30°C, the total energy that can be stored inside the thermal
storage comes to 7576.25MJ and 5303.375MJ respectively. The power transferred to the
thermal storage depends on two factors: the net flow rates in the storage tanks and the time
taken to provide the heat by the electrical heaters and the heat pumps. As the different
buildings in Naters have different circulation and distribution systems, the flow rates will
vary. Hence, assuming that the time taken to heat up the storage tanks is directly correlated
with the time the heat pumps and the electrical heaters are active to heat the house and
the storages, as per our use case and also assuming that the losses in the storage tanks are
negligible, a theoretical upper bound of 0.561 MW (for the 95°C base case, runtime of 6
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hours) and 0.246MW (for the 30-65°C case) is calculated to be the thermal power for the
thermal storages of Naters.

2.1.4 Thermal network (pipes & groundwater heat extraction)
The quantification of the heat to be extracted and the percentage that can be offset through
DR is a difficult prospect as the temperature difference required by the network is only 1
degree Celsius. The network is pumped through basic pressure differences. The best-case
analysis for the thermal network would be to heat the entire thermal system by a certain
pre-defined temperature. This would imply that the maximum thermal power in the thermal
network at any time would be:
𝑄̇ = 𝑚̇𝐶𝑝 𝑑𝑇
The minimum temperature possible for the entire network is estimated to be 7°C. The
maximum temperature that can be stored in the anergy network is 14°C. This would imply
that provided the lengths and diameters of the low-energy network pipes are known,
calculating the energy stored within is straight-forward (as the transfer fluid is water). The
volume of pipes in the network were calculated to be 40.623 m3 in total. This along with the
information of the temperature differences provides us with a maximum energy estimate of
1188.63 MJ. Detailed information on the network has been included in the annex in Table 9.
The maximum power that can be extracted from the anergy network is limited by the
maximum power that the heat exchanger which transfers power from the ground-source to
the network. The heat exchanger is rated at 1000kWth. In reality though, the maximum power
extracted for the flowrates defined on both sides of the heat exchanger is 955 kWth.
Currently, only 701kW of the available heat is extracted for the houses (on average). This
implies that, under ideal cold start conditions, with constant heat transfer (not reality, as
heat exchanger heat transfer is a dynamic process with the temperature at the other side of
the heat exchanger playing a major role) the low-energy network will be able to run for 28
minutes before it is heated up to 14°C.
But, when it comes to the actual power that is utilised by the electricity grid and which can
be shifted, this amounts to the maximum power of the circulation pumps running the
network and heating up the system. This amounts to 30 kWe. As, this is run by switching the
anergy network on and off, the total power shiftable either way (up or down) is 30 kWe.

2.1.5 Total potential for increasing power demand from the network
The total potential for increasing power demand from the system in Naters, especially from
an aggregator’s perspective, corresponds to switching on the heat pumps, the circulation
pumps of the anergy network and the electrical heaters, all in tandem such that the
electrical power can be used to heat up the storage elements in the Naters system.
The time duration for this process is dictated by the ability of the devices to switch on and
provide thermal output, especially as thermal output has higher inertia. The thermal energy
stored using storage tanks comes to 0.294MW in 10 hours. The anergy network stores 1018.8
MJ of thermal energy. Total electrical power and energy consumed during this period comes
to 3.81 MWe and 13.72MJ respectively.
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The implementable potential consists of the real potential which can be provided to the DSO
and the aggregator who will be managing the portfolio of each site when interacting with
the market. This potential is to be reached while performing optimisations which attempt
to maximise the end-users’ electrical, thermal and financial comfort, although, these local
constraints may be sacrificed for short durations to forward other global objectives.
This can only be quantified following the implementation of an optimisation framework
which utilises all the technologies present and understands the technical obstacles that limit
the ability of the sites to provide their theoretical potentials listed above.
For the Naters site, this would imply the installation of the gateways and implementation of
the centralised optimisation algorithm for the block of buildings. This would also require
identification of the market and the services that the site aims to provide and the associated
physical and technical limitations of the devices (i.e. the capability of switching on/off the
low-energy network and the limitation imposed by temperature of the ground-source will
aid or restrain the successful dispensation of the services). Also, the cycling of the heat
pumps and their shifting COPs with temperature changes at the source and the sink, means
that the outputs estimated in the previous section will not hold true. This means that
additional calculation, modelling and testing on the pilot site over a period is needed to
quantify the real feasible potential of the devices in each building and as a direct
consequence, the site as a whole. This will be performed and identified over the tests
conducted in WP4.
All monitoring systems utilise pre-existing control protocols, wherever possible, and
custom/bespoke architecture in other cases (e.g. The Domain Specific Language for
communication between the Cluster Manager and the Aggregator and the devices). Further
details on the monitoring systems used, the thermal systems and storage devices and the
protocols utilised can be found in Annex 2.

2.2

St Cugat – Systems and Site Potential

The St.Cugat site consists of 4 buildings: 3 residential and a mixed building. The 3 residential
buildings have a centralised DHW and space heating systems consisting of a boiler and a solar
thermal system. The St. Cugat site will be utilised for DR by disaggregating the electricity
loads and creating flexibility by providing price incentives for the users through instant
messaging and other services.
The heat pump in the mixed building will be utilised for shifting electricity through the use
of machine learning-based optimisation techniques based on day ahead electricity pricing.
The microturbine installed could also be utilised for providing heat and power through
cogeneration. All monitoring is performed by Energea and the data collected is collected
through a RESTful system. The data collected is then transformed and sent to CIMNE for the
post-processing and for creation of strategies for incentive-based demand response (through
the use of messages sent to end-users so that they change their consumptions).
Further details on the heating systems, boilers, solar thermal systems and microturbines can
be found in the specification sheet in Annex 1.
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2.3

Wüstenrot – Systems and their Potential

2.3.1 Pilot site ‘Vordere Viehweide’

The site consists of six controllable (heat pump, battery storage) detached residential
buildings with detailed monitoring. All buildings have decentralised heat pumps, thermal
buffer storages (size and hydraulics vary from building to building), PV-systems and battery
storage units of 5 kWh capacity each. The heat pumps are also equipped with direct heating
elements, which could provide negative DR without minimal time restrictions (the heat
pumps have a minimum runtime of approximately 10 min). In addition, the available DR
power and runtime is larger when using direct heating elements in a clear exchange against
efficiency (heat pumps require more than four times less electrical energy for the same
amount of thermal power). Starting from thermal buffer storages and buildings at heating
activation set-point temperature (20°C building with 2°C hysteresis, 35°C buffer storage for
space heating and 45°C buffer storage for DHW with 5°C hysteresis each) the negative
overall DR potential relying on heat pumps is 16.6 kW with a maximum runtime of 114.1 min.
Thereby the maximum runtime is limited by the building that reaches the maximum
temperature first. When utilizing the heat pumps’ direct heating elements, the overall DR
potential increases to 48.8 kW due to the energy conversion factor of nearly 1:1 from
electricity to heat. Because of that, the maximum runtime also increases to 154.8 minutes.
The runtime is mostly dependent on building mass. Loading the storage units and buildings
to higher temperatures would increase the runtime, but regarding the thermal storage units,
would lead to a decrease in efficiency due to COP of heat pumps and thermal losses.
The detailed potentials on building level are shown in the following table. Further details
can also be found in Annex 3.
In terms of the buildings photovoltaic systems and the battery storages, it is assumed that
the battery storages can be used to reduce PV (negative DR) infeed and to shift PV energy
(positive DR). In addition, the PV-systems could provide positive DR. The inaccuracy
associated with the prediction of the PV yield makes it difficult (up to 33% inaccuracy within
24h for the prediction of solar radiation (Bührer, M., Gutbrod, K.G., Müller, M.D., Doll, J.
(2013). Also the possibility of the need for positive DR in times of high PV generation would
be low.
The DR potential of the combined PV and battery storage systems is shown in the following
table.
The overall maximum PV power output is 77.1 kWp, the shiftable amount of energy is 30
kWh and the infeed power of the battery storages, that is equivalent to the reduction of PV
infeed when charging the batteries by PV, is 30 kW over a time span of 60 min.
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Table 1: Residential buildings negative DR

overall max. power heat pump [kW]
max. duration at overall heat pump max. power [min]
min duration at overall heat pump max. power [min]
overall max. power direct heating element [kW]
max. duration at overall direct heating element max. power [min]
min. duration at overall direct heating element max. power [min]

16,6
114,1
10,0
48,8
154,8
0,0

Building ID
max. power heat pump [kW]
max. power direct heating element [kW]
min. duration @Pmax [min]
max. duration @Pmax [min]

Building 1
4,0
6,0
10,0
114,1

Building ID
max. power heat pump [kW]
max. power direct heating element [kW]
min. duration @Pmax [min]
max. duration @Pmax [min]

Building 2
2,1
8,8
10,0
119,8

Building ID
max. power heat pump [kW]
max. power direct heating element [kW]
min. duration @Pmax [min]
max. duration @Pmax [min]

Building 3
4,5
9,0
10,0
153,3

Building ID
max. power heat pump [kW]
max. power direct heating element [kW]
min. duration @Pmax [min]
max. duration @Pmax [min]

Building 4
1,5
6,0
10,0
160,2

Building ID
max. power heat pump [kW]
max. power direct heating element [kW]
min. duration @Pmax [min]
max. duration @Pmax [min]

Building 5
1,9
9,0
10,0
190,5

Building ID
max. power heat pump [kW]
max. power direct heating element [kW]
min. duration @Pmax [min]
max. duration @Pmax [min]

Building 6
2,6
10,0
10,0
194,6
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Table 2: Residential buildings PV generation

overall
overall
overall
overall

60
max. power PV [kWp]
77,1
max. shiftable amount by battery storage [kWh]
30,0
max. infeed power from batt. when shifted or reduction of PV infeed [kW]
30,0
max. duration of infeed power from batt. due to shifted or reduced of PV infeed[min] 60

Building ID
max. power PV generator [kWp]
shiftable amount by battery storage [kWh]
max infeed power when shifted (battery to grid) [kW]
max. duration of max. infeed power [min]

Building 1
13,6
5
5
60

Building ID
max. power PV generator [kWp]
shiftable amount by battery storage [kWh]
max infeed power when shifted (battery to grid) [kW]
max. duration of max. infeed power [min]

Building 2
13,6
5
5
60

Building ID
max. power PV generator [kWp]
shiftable amount by battery storage [kWh]
max infeed power when shifted (battery to grid) [kW]
max. duration of max. infeed power [min]

Building 3
28,8
5
5
60

Building ID
max. power PV generator [kWp]
shiftable amount by battery storage [kWh]
max infeed power when shifted (battery to grid) [kW]
max. duration of max. infeed power [min]

Building 4
7,85
5
5
60

Building ID
max. power PV generator [kWp]
shiftable amount by battery storage [kWh]
max infeed power when shifted (battery to grid) [kW]
max. duration of max. infeed power [min]

Building 5
7,85
5
5
60

Building ID
max. power PV generator [kWp]
shiftable amount by battery storage [kWh]
max infeed power when shifted (battery to grid) [kW]
max. duration of max. infeed power [min]

Building 6
5,4
5
5
60

2.3.2 Pilot site district heating grid Weihenbronn
The pilot site in Wüstenrots district of Weihenbronn consists of a heating micro grid with a
woodchip fired boiler supplying five detached residential buildings and several public
buildings (town hall, communal building yard, fire brigade, German Red Cross). For DR
applications, a direct heating element will be installed in the existing 9 m³ thermal buffer
storage close to the grids heating central. Assuming a hysteresis of 20 °C this would allow a
negative DR Potential of 150 kW over 83.6 minutes (see also the following table).
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Table 3: Power to Heat system Weihenbronn

max. power direct heating element [kW]
min. duration @Pmax [min]
max. duration @Pmax [min]

150
0
83,6

To increase the thermal capacity that can be used as thermal storage, the room air
temperature in parts of the town hall will be actively controlled and varied in a certain
comfort band. This will significantly increase the flexibility in heating energy use. This
flexibility can be used to reduce peak loads in the thermal network and to offer a higher
potential for DR of the power-to-heat system.

2.3.3 DR application in additional buildings
In addition to the already mentioned pilot sites, further DR measures will be taken into
account. The first one consists of the installation of a 30 kWh battery storage in a school
building (‘Georg Kropp School’) aimed at providing both negative and positive DR. Therefore,
the storage would be kept in a 50% charge level to either fulfil positive or negative DR
activation calls. Following this strategy should result in a DR potential of +/- 30kW over 30
minutes.
Within the ongoing project, it is planned to add up to 10 additional relevant private and/or
public buildings showing a significant potential for DR applications and outfit them with the
necessary hardware to participate in automated or user driven DR operations.
Table 4: Battery storage school building

Negative DR
max. power [kW]
min. duration @Pmax [min]
max. duration @Pmax [kW] [min]

30
0
30

Positive DR
max. power [kW]
min. duration @Pmax [min]
max. duration @Pmax [kW] [min]

30
0
30

2.3.4 Overview
The following charts give an overview of the maximum DR power and the accompanying
maximal activation times of the different applied measures. Regarding the direct PV infeed
power, the maximum running time is dependent on irradiation.
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Figure 2: Positive DR

3 System Potential for Europe
Following the analysis and identification of the systems in each site and the identification
of the potential of the systems, the next step towards the completion of D1.4 is to
understand the possibility of transferring/utilising the considered systems to different
countries in Europe, in particular, the following countries: Switzerland, Germany, Spain,
France, Belgium and UK (Countries of interest for Sim4Blocks Project).
For the identification of this potential, the replicability of the sites and associated
markets/use cases, in general and the technologies installed is studied. The current and
estimated future installation and utilisation rates of each technology was identified for each
country, based on information from surveys and censuses from federal/scientific authorities
like the BFS, BFE (Bundesamt für statistik, Bundesamt für Energie), Eurostat and
EurObserv’ER. Once this is performed, the potential usage of each technology (Solar PV and
thermal, Heat Pumps, Energy Networks, Thermal Storage, and Electrical Storage) will be
quantified, and an estimate of the available DR capacities will be calculated for each of the
aforementioned countries.
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In November 2016, the European Commission published the “Clean Energy For All
Europeans”, a package of measures aimed at boosting the clean energy transition in line
with its commitment to cut CO2 emissions by at least 40% by 2030, modernising the economy
and creating conditions for sustainable jobs and growth.
As per European Commission reports, heating and cooling is the largest single source of
energy demand in Europe and buildings are the single largest energy consumer in Europe,
accounting for about 40% of the final energy consumption. About 50 % of European Union's
final energy consumption is used for heating and cooling, of which 80 % is used in Buildings.
The Buildings Performance Institute Europe (BPIE (2018)), undertook a detailed analysis of
EPC (Energy Performance Certificate) data and found out that 97.5% of the building stock,
currently not in the A class, should be upgraded. This study reinforces, while improving on
the already available figure of 75% of the European building stock being ‘energy inefficient’,
as highlighted by the European Commission.
To achieve the goals set by the “Clean Energy for All Europeans” package, especially, to
improve Energy Performance in Buildings, as adopted by the European Parliament and the
European council in 2018, there is a need to renovate existing buildings at a minimum rate
of 3%, while only 0.4-1.2% (depending on the country) of the building stock is renovated each
year, at present. Towards this, the EU member states have to establish a long-term strategy
to support renovation of national stock of residential and non-residential buildings,
facilitating the transformation of existing buildings into nearly-zero energy buildings.
This is foreseen through the installation of better Building Automation and Control (BAC),
deeper renovations of the heating and cooling systems and incentivising and creating
financial mechanisms to improve the building stock, heating and cooling technologies and
by aligning the goals of the building energy performance with that of the Digital Single
Market and Energy Union (Energy Efficiency in Buildings (2018)).
Towards this target, increased installation and improvement of energy and heat generators,
including heat pumps, PV, electric vehicles/battery storages among other technologies has
been foreseen as an important part of the European Energy Strategy for 2030 and 2050. The
general trends of PV installations, solar thermal and battery capacities added also reflect
this trend.
From 2015 until 2018, between 40% and 45% of the annual battery capacities added in Europe
were attributable to residential systems (Energy Storage News, 2018). Figure 4 shows, that
the major share of PV battery storage systems in residential buildings were installed in
Germany followed by Italy, Great Britain, the Benelux countries and France.
Figure 3 shows the share of roof top PV-Systems of various European countries which mainly
represent the PV installed on residential buildings as opposed to the ground mounted systems
which are mainly part of large scale installations. The installed PV peak power per country
that is shown in Figure 5 is based on this specific percentages of roof top systems.
When comparing the installed PV peak power (Figure 5) with the installed capacity of battery
storages (Figure 4) a direct coincidence can be found. Figure 5 also indicates that the main
share of PV peak power is installed in Germany followed by Italy, Great Britain, France and
the Benelux states.
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Figure 3: Share of roof top versus ground mounted PV systems in relevant European countries
(Solar Power Europe. (2017))
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Figure 4: Installed battery storage capacity for private customers with a storage capacity of up
to 15 kWh in the European Union; Data source: EuPD. (2018).
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Figure 5: Installed PV peak power in the European Union at the end of 2016; Data source: EurObserv’ER.
(2017).

For the relevant countries Germany, Italy, Great Britain, France, the Benelux states and the
rest of Europe the DR potential of the combined PV and battery storage systems is shown in
Table 5.
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Figure 6: Solar Thermal Production Capacity Installed in 2016 (in MWth) (Source: EurObserv’ER.
(2017). )
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Figure 7: (Source: ESTIF, Solar Heat Europe)

Looking at Solar Thermal Production capacity installed in Europe(Figure 6), it is possible to
note the large number of solar thermal installations certain countries like Germany, as
opposed to others, like in Switzerland(ESTIF, Solar Heat Europe). Although, there is a
substantial area of Europe with solar thermal installations, over the years, the number of
solar PV installations have taken over as the dominant form of solar technology being
installed in Europe. This can be seen from the decrease in newly installed capacity every
year in Figure 7 since 2008, even though the total capacity in operation has been steadily
increasing.
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Table 5: DR potential of residential PV and battery storage systems in the relevant European countries

Germany
overall max. power PV [MWp]
overall max. shiftable amount by battery storage [MWh]
overall max. infeed power from batt. when shifted or reduction of PV infeed [MW]
overall max. duration of infeed power from batt. when shifted or of reduction of PV infeed [min]

60
29721,2
214,0
214,0
60

Italy
overall max. power PV [MWp]
overall max. shiftable amount by battery storage [MWh]
overall max. infeed power from batt. when shifted or reduction of PV infeed [MW]
overall max. duration of infeed power from batt. when shifted or of reduction of PV infeed [min]

60
15426,4
24,0
24,0
60

France
overall max. power PV [MWp]
overall max. shiftable amount by battery storage [MWh]
overall max. infeed power from batt. when shifted or reduction of PV infeed [MW]
overall max. duration of infeed power from batt. when shifted or of reduction of PV infeed [min]

60
4392,0
6,0
6,0
60

Great Britain
overall max. power PV [MWp]
overall max. shiftable amount by battery storage [MWh]
overall max. infeed power from batt. when shifted or reduction of PV infeed [MW]
overall max. duration of infeed power from batt. when shifted or of reduction of PV infeed [min]

60
4402,6
12,0
12,0
60

Benelux
overall max. power PV [MWp]
overall max. shiftable amount by battery storage [MWh]
overall max. infeed power from batt. when shifted or reduction of PV infeed [MW]
overall max. duration of infeed power from batt. when shifted or of reduction of PV infeed [min]

60
5361,6
9,0
9,0
60

Rest of Europe
overall max. power PV [MWp]
overall max. shiftable amount by battery storage [MWh]
overall max. infeed power from batt. when shifted or reduction of PV infeed [MW]
overall max. duration of infeed power from batt. when shifted or of reduction of PV infeed [min]

60
8056,5
24,0
24,0
60
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3.1

Switzerland

The SwissEnergy programme was originally created by the Swiss Federal Council towards
achieving Switzerland’s energy and climate policies, by improving energy efficiency and
increasing use of energy-saving technology, in particular, through the use of renewable
energy. The identified goals were to keep the share of hydroenergy stable while increasing
the share of heat and electricity generated from other renewable energy by 3% and 1%
respectively in the period 2000-2010 (SwissEnergy First Annual Report 2001/2002). These
targets were met and the programme has now been extended to 2020 with the new target
of increasing the share of renewable energy by 50% from 2011 to 2020, in agreement with
the 2007 Action Plan which aimed at reaching a share of 24% renewable energy in final
consumption. The Energy Strategy 2050 also calls for a 16% reduction in per capita energy
consumption by 2020 and 43% by 2035 versus the level in 2000 and to reduce per capita
electricity consumption by 3% in 2020 and 13% by 2035 compared to 2000 consumption levels
(EnergieSchweiz 2013-2020, (2013)).
Consequently, a number of measures were implemented, such as the introduction of
subsidies on energy-saving renovation in buildings, tax reductions for energy-related
improvements and demolition costs to encourage total renovation of buildings, investment
subsidies for installation of solar PV and other renewable sources.
This led to an increase of heat pump installations up to 80% for new buildings, as reported
by SFOE. The number of PV installations have also gone up over time. Switzerland has also
started experimenting different kinds of thermal and electrical storage options like high
power latent heat storage, development of better anode and cathodes for Li/Na-ion
batteries, hydrogen production and storage and creation of synthetic fuels through use of
advanced catalysts (SCCER-HaE Annual Report 2017).

3.1.1 Heat Pumps in Switzerland
The number of heat pumps installed in Switzerland increased to 217631 units in 2015. As per
EHPA data, the heat pump stock consisted of: air-water, water-water (ground source and
brine), sanitary hot water and exhaust air heat pumps. All of them utilise thermal storages
and DHW storage tanks. Moreover, all the systems fitted with storage tanks in building
applications utilise floor heating and/or radiators and use water as the transfer fluid.
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Figure 8: Heat pump installations in Switzerland from the years 2006 to 2015. (Source: EHPA stats)

3.1.2 Solar PV and Batteries in Switzerland
In Switzerland, about 260 MWp solar PV systems were installed in 2017, and the overall
installed capacity overtook 1.9 GW (Figure 9) approaching about 240 W per capita. Thanks
to this installed capacity, about 3% of the annual national electricity consumption can now
be covered by photovoltaics in Switzerland, which makes PV the second renewable energy
source after hydro power.

Figure 9: Installed PV capacity in Switzerland from 2000 to 2017 (Source: IEA-PVPS Annual Report (2017). )

A large majority of the existing storage options in Switzerland, are still dependent on
pumped hydro storage. In 2014, fourteen pumped hydro storage plants were running in
Switzerland with a combined installed capacity of 1380 MW and an estimated potential
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storage of 369 GWh of energy. Over the coming decade, this figure is expected to rise to
3760 MW (Van Meerwijk, A. J., Benders, R. M., Davila-Martinez, A., & Laugs, G. A. (2016)).
However, Swiss utilities have also been experimenting with different storage options over
the years. Two of the bigger battery storage systems were installed by EKZ
(Elektrizitätswerke des Kantons Zürich), one of 1MW/250kWh capacity and another of 18MW
/ 7.5MWh capacity (the biggest in Switzerland, expected to power 400 households). The 1MW
system was the first battery energy storage system in Europe to provide primary control
reserve without backing from thermal plants (Energy-Storage News (2017)). The Swiss
utilities hope to use the pumped hydro storage in tandem with the battery storage where
the pumped hydro plants supply the larger demands, which require time to satisfy, while
the battery storages will be used for instantaneous energy demand and voltage/frequency
regulation requirements.
Other options being tested in Switzerland are deep-underground thermal storage,
compressed air energy storage and electro-thermal energy storage. With time, this capacity
and the different storage options would only increase through implementation of pilot plants
and investment in projects like the SCCER-Heat and Electricity Storage (SCCER-HaE Annual
Report 2017).

3.2

Germany

3.2.1 Heat Pumps in Germany
As per EHPA statistics for Germany, there has been a steady increase in the number of heat
pump installations in Germany. This can be seen from the figure (Figure 10). In 2015, there
were 787,405 heat pumps as per EHPA data, but this accounts for only heat pumps that are
used for heating purposes. EurObserv’ER, on the other hand, accounts for a larger pool of
aerothermal and geothermal heat pumps, performing both heating and cooling to count
897,571 heat pumps in Germany. The EHPA data also shows that the heat pump stock in
Germany supplied renewable energy of about 12.3 TWh in 2016, 13.4 TWh in 2017 and this
is expected to rise further with more installations coming into production.
EurObserv’ER also forecasts the future to be bright for heat pumps, especially, water-borne
systems in the near future and hybrid heat pumps in the long-term. This is because of the
government’s
commitment
through
already
existing
programmes
like
the
“Marktanreizprogramm (MAP)” and the newly introduced energy efficiency stimulation
programme, “Anreizprogramm Energieeffizienz (APEE)”.
Programmes like the APEE is also the reason for optimism in the future for hybrid heat pumps
as the EPBD directives and the national government programmes for
replacement/modernisation of existing heating systems and renovation of buildings and their
efficiency through better insulation, ventilation and heating and cooling systems is expected
to help heat pumps which are better at providing the required heat at lower temperatures
and also, very economical in terms of price and energy.
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Figure 10: Heat pump installations in Germany from the years 2006 to 2015. (Source: EHPA stats)

Of the heat pumps installed in Germany, 40.5% are air/water heat pumps, 39.5% are
water/water heat pumps, and the rest are either heat pumps solely used for DHW purposes
or reversible heat pumps used for both heating and cooling.

3.2.2 Solar PV and Batteries in Germany
As of April 2017, more than 60.000 PV-battery storages were installed in Germany. For the
period 2013 – 2015 the average installed capacity was 6.4 kWh. From 2016 to 2017, the
average installed capacity was 6.8 kWh. Until the end of 2015 30,500 battery units were
installed. This adds up to an average installed capacity of 6.6 kWh. Since then, until the end
of 2017, 30,000 storages were added to the battery stock of Germany. This brings the
cumulative installed capacity of battery units in Germany to 399.2 MWh (RWTH Aachen.
(2017). As per (EuPD. (2018). until the end of 2017, private customers had installed a total
of 214 MWh of battery units of varying sizes, with a maximum capacity of a single unit coming
to 15 kWh. The capacities mentioned above correlate well to the battery units installed at
the German pilot site in Wüstenrot. Taking the amount of 214 MWh installed capacity and
assuming a possible average charge and discharge power of 1C (Charge and discharge rates
of a battery are governed by C-rates. The capacity of a battery is commonly rated at 1C,
meaning that a fully charged battery rated at 1Ah should provide 1A for one hour), gives us
a maximum of 214MW of power which can be made available for positive or negative DR.
In parallel PV systems of in total 42,386 MWp are installed (see Table 6). Of those at average
73 % of the installed PV peak power is realised as roof top systems that are mainly situated
on residential buildings. This leads to 30,942 MWp of roof top installed PV-systems.
Regarding the future potential of battery storages (Hagedorn, S., & Piepenbrink, A. (2016).
) distinguishes between systems installed together with new PV systems, the retrofitted
installations for existing PV-Systems and battery systems installed along with systems
retrofitted after 2021 when the first systems will lose the EEG (German Renewable Energy
Sources Act) subsidies. In the study, three different scenarios were examined. One
conservative, one average and one optimistic regarding the share of PV systems that includes
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a battery storage. The average scenario assumes that 50 % of the systems will include a
battery storage.
When looking at new systems, additional instalment of 300,000 battery units is estimated
between 2016 and 2030. Concerning the retrofit of existing systems with EEG subsidies it is
assumed, that in the same period within the average scenario, 71,880 battery storages will
be integrated into existing PV systems.
In lieu, of systems that will lose their EEG subsidies starting from 2021, the average scenario
comes to 76,000 additional battery storages until the year 2030.
Privately owned residential buildings will also in future offer the main potential of battery
PV-storage system where approximately 80 % of the PV systems will have sizes in between 3
and 10 kWp.
Assuming that the average size of PV battery storages will not increase drastically due to the
fact that their sizes are tailored to the size of the installed PV systems, this would mean
that until 2030 the storage and DR potential of battery storages will increase more than by
factor 7.

Federal state (2017)
Baden-Württembeg
Bayern
Berlin
Brandenburg
Bremen
Hamburg
Hessen
Mecklenburg
Vorpommern
Niedersachsen
Nordhreinwestfalen
Rheinlandpfalz
Saarland
Sachsen
Sachsen Anhalt
Schlweswig Holstein
Thüringen
Total

Share of roof top PV
90%
79%
94%
30%
96%
91%
85%

Total
[MWp]
5516
11895
97
3379
43
42
1942

40%
85%
94%
77%
72%
52%
43%
72%
54%
73%

1667
3737
4647
2098
450
1740
2239
1570
1324
42386

installed

PV

Table 6: Share of roof top PV systems in the German federal states (Agentur für Erneuerbare Energien. (2018).

3.3

Spain
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Spain accounts for 6% of the EU28’s total delivered Heating and cooling demand. Spain also
uses more electricity and does not use district heating for heating and cooling. (Heat
RoadMap Europe 4 (2017))
In line with the changing EED (Energy Efficiency Directives) and EPBD (Energy Performance
of Buildings Directive) of the European Commission, Spain has updated its Renovation Law
and National Housing Plan as per the changes, while some regions have also introduced or
amended laws. Studies performed by the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission
and BPIE (Castellazzi L., Zangheri P., Paci D.(2016)) showed that the funding streams and
financing options are not clearly proposed for building renovations and the proposed
measures have not successfully translated to solid policies and implementations on ground.

3.3.1 Heat Pumps in Spain
The heat pump data for Spain from EHPA and EurObserv‘ER are highly divergent when it
comes to Spain, Portugal and Italy. This is because a large percentage of the heat pumps
installed in these countries falls under the air-air category and are used mainly for cooling
only. EHPA counts heat pump data based on whether the heat pump is able to do heating as
well as cooling. Because of this reason, EHPA data shows that Spain has a heat pump stock
of 386030 in 2015, while the EurObserv’ER data shows a number of 1,498,560 heat pumps.
Both databases agree on the fact that the vast majority of heat pumps in Spain are
aerothermal heat pumps.
There has been a gradual increase in the number of air-water heat pumps and ground-source
heat pumps in certain parts of Spain where this is more conducive. Although, air-air heat
pumps are reversible and hence, mostly used for cooling, they can be controlled using the
same monitoring and control framework as the other heat pumps. But, there are limitations
on the amount of flexibility provided by air-air heat pumps, as the ability to shift electricity
by storing heat is reduced due to lack of storage tanks in these kind of systems, space heating
being the only option.

Figure 11: Heat Pump Stock from 2006 to 2015 and type of heat pumps installed in Spain (Source: EHPA stats)
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3.3.2 Solar thermal systems in Spain
In September 2002, Spain was the first European country to introduce a “feed-in tariff”
funding system for concentrating solar thermal power. This funding system granted a
premium on top of the electricity pool price of 12 € cents for each kWh output of a solar
thermal plant between 100 kW and 50 MW of capacity, which could be changed every four
years.
All the investment that has been made in the country on thermal solar power plants occurred
between 2007 and 2013. Currently in Spain, there are 49 operating solar thermal power
plants with an installed capacity of 2,300 MW.
With Solar PV installations maturing and increasing over the last few years, the number of
solar thermal power gradually decreased in Spain, as in the rest of Europe. Figure 12 and
Figure 13 provide a detailed picture of the amount of solar thermal collectors installed in
the EU28 countries including Spain and the associated equivalent MWth. The decrease in the
m2 of collectors installed is made clear from these figures.

3.3.3 Solar PV and battery storage in Spain
As per the 2018 EurObserv’ER Solar PV barometer report, Spain had a total of 5107.9MW of
installed capacity of PV units installed at the end of 2017. This is an increase of 135 MW to
the 2016 PV capacity of 4972.9MW. Almost all of the increase has been to on-grid systems
although there has been a 1MW increase to the off-grid solar PV systems as well. There is
much discrepancy in the PV data collected by IDAE (Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro
de la Energía) and the industrial estimates collected by UNEF (Unión Española Fotovoltaica).
Regardless, there has been an increase in the PV installations, which has been attributed to
the rise of self-consumption and electrification of some rural areas. Over the next two years,
a sharp rise in PV installations in Spain is expected as PV sector was allocated 3909MW of a
tender issued by the government in 2017 (the tender was for installation of 5037MW of
renewable energy systems by 2019).
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Figure 12: Annual Installed surfaces in 2015 and power equivalent for all of the
European Union (Source: EurObserv’ER. (2017). )
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Figure 13: Annual Installed surfaces in 2016 and power equivalent for all of the
European Union (Source: EurObserv’ER. (2017). )
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3.4

Belgium

3.4.1 Heat Pumps in Belgium

Figure 14: Heat Pump Stock in Belgium from 2006 to 2015(Source: EHPA stats)

As per EHPA, in Belgium, the number of heat pumps is 53631. Only 3537 of the units are airair heat pumps, the rest were air/water-water heat pumps. As the heat pumps at all sites
are also air-water/water-water heat pumps, this means that the work done during the
Sim4Blocks project accounts for 93.4% of the heat pumps already available in the Belgian
market. As mentioned earlier, both EHPA and EurObserv’ER expect heat pump sales to
increase based on increasing demand. With the update in EPBD regulations, and deep
renovation of old buildings and a large majority of the new buildings being supplied by heat
pumps, the number of installations is expected to increase in Belgium and Netherlands.

3.4.2 Solar PV and Battery Storage in Belgium
During 2017, Belgium, added 285 MW of PV installations to its already existing stock of
3561MW (at the end of 2016). All the installations in Belgium are on-grid and over 2016 and
2017, Belgium added 3086 and 3149 GWh to the electric grid through these solar PV systems.
The different values of installed solar PV capacities among the EU28 countries can be seen
in Figure 15 and Figure 16 for 2015 and 2016. The data for 2017 is found in the PV report for
2018(EurObserv’ER. (2018)).
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Figure 15: Installed solar photovoltaic capacity in the European Union at the end of 2016 (MW) (Source:
EurObserv’ER. (2017). )
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Figure 16: Electricity production from PV from European Union in 2015 and 2016(in GWh). (Source:
EurObserv’ER. (2017). )
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3.5

France

By 2025, all private residential buildings with primary energy consumption exceeding 330
kWh/m2 per year must be subjected to energy renovation. The French 2015 Energy Transition
Law introduced new renovation targets with a clear long-term ambition to achieve the BBC
(Bâtiment Basse Consommation) level by 2050 for the entire building stock, with a specific
focus on addressing energy poverty. The trigger point “renovation embarquée”, has been
deployed as well as one-stop-shop advisory services.

3.5.1 Heat Pumps in France
The EHPA reports shows the large heat pump stock of 1.6million already present in France.
A large percentage of these are air-air heat pumps used for both heating and cooling. The
EurObserv’ER data shows that between 2015 and 2016 the largest percentage of the installed
heat pumps continued to be air-air heat pumps. Of the 449,840 heat pumps installed, only
3095 were ground-source heat pumps. 83.3% of the aerothermal heat pumps were air-air
heat pumps (372, 270) and only 75,000 air-water heat pumps were installed.
With the increasing PV installations and the increasing number of households utilising selfconsumption of the electricity produced by PV, the number of heat pump installations, are
only projected to increase, as per projections by EHPA and EurObserv’ER.

3.5.2 Solar PV and Battery Storage in France

Figure 17: Heat Pump stock for France from 2006 to 2015 (Source: EHPA stats)

According to provisional data released by the Service de la Donnée et des Études Statistiques
(SDES, Data Service and Statistical Studies), the capacity of the French solar photovoltaic
base reached 8,044 MW at the end of December 2017, including 7,568 MW in mainland France
(386 MW in its overseas territories). This is an increase of 875 MW for the on-grid systems
from the previous year (2016: 7,169MW). This is expected to increase further in 2018, as
eight calls for tender were launched in 2017 for a total of 1,503 MW of capacity. It is also
projected to increase further as, in December of 2017, the Environment Ministry announced
that the annual tender volume for solar PV would be increased to 2.45GW to accelerate PV
installations to meet the goals of the Multi-annual Energy Programme (Multi-annual Energy
Plan (2017)). Self-consumption and the electricity prices are also starting to increasingly
play a role in installation of PV in France. ENEDIS estimates that 20000 homes in the sunnier
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parts of France are already using solar PV for self-consumption for at least a small part of
the day and EDF Energie Nouvelles estimates this number to reach 600000 by 2023. All this
points towards a large increase in PV installations and availability of large amounts of
electricity which can be better utilised through Demand Response strategies.

3.6

United Kingdom

The UK has committed to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) by 80%, relative to
1990 levels by 2050. The wide-scale deployment of heat pumps is central to decarbonising
heat under the CCC (Committee on Climate Change) scenario(CCC, 2015.), despite
accounting for only a tiny fraction of the UK's current building heat supply at present
(approx.0.2%) as per, Hannon, M. J. (2015). As per the study of Hannon, M. J. (2015), 4.6
million heat pumps producing 51 TWh of renewable heat by 2030 are required to meet the
commitments under the CCC scenario.

3.6.1 Heat pumps in UK
The EurObserv’ER reports that the UK had 160,035 heat pump installations (including
geothermal and aerothermal (includes air-air and air-water)) in 2016. This is an increase of
only 17978 units from the number of installations in 2015. This is nowhere near enough to
reach the CCC goals as per the study mentioned earlier. But, this is owing to the use of gas
boilers and electric heating in UK owing to the low oil/gas prices. However, with the
Renewable Heat Incentives (RHI) and with higher gas/fuel prices, and with the application
of new building regulations, the number of installations of heat pumps are expected to rise.
The forecast for the heat pumps by EDF Energy and Delta Energy and Environment has been
shown in the figure.
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Figure 18: Forecast of all Heat pump installations in UK from 2015 to 2021

3.6.2 Solar PV and battery systems in UK
The solar PV installations in UK are expected to grow slower when compared to the other
countries in the European Union. After 3 years at the forefront of European photovoltaic
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power plant markets, the UK PV installations slumped from 2364MW connected in 2016 to
861 MW connected in 2017 (12759.7 MW). But, small installations market is expected to
continue to grow due to benefits from the feed-in tariff. The data of forecast for PV
installations in the microgeneration and small installations market can be seen in the figure
below.
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Figure 19: Forecast of all PV Installations in UK from 2015 to 2021

4 Conclusion and implications
The aim of this deliverable and report has been twofold. The first goal was to understand
the three pilot sites, the technologies installed and their associated technical potential to
be able to provide DR, ancillary and other balancing services. Towards this end, a
specification sheet was created for each site with a detailed list of the devices, their
capabilities and technological constraints. This specification sheet is then utilised to provide
an estimate of the theoretical potential for each site and for particular use cases. This is
then improved utilising the knowledge of technical and operational constraints, resulting in
a more realistic implementable potential.
The second goal of this deliverable was to identify the nation-wide potential of Demand
Response and other associated services when/if the conditions and use cases implemented
for the pilot sites are replicated nation-wide. The potential for various types of technologies
to provide a national-level potential has been quantified. This provides a good estimate of
the ability of different technologies at a national level and demand response, in general.
From the data collected about the different sites, it can be seen that the devices being used
at the different sites, reflect the kind of devices, currently installed and which are being
installed in the different countries across Europe. There is already a growing trend in the
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number of heat pump and PV installations across Europe. With the update in the EED, EPBD
and the Energy roadmaps that each country is working towards in 2020, 2035 and/or 2050
necessitating deeper renovations of the buildings and thermal systems in the building to
reduce energy consumptions, the technologies and the demand response strategies will be
more relevant than ever before.
The buildings used in the sites are realistic representations of the different kinds of building
in existence in the building stock in in Switzerland, Germany and Spain and are also
comparable to the kind of buildings in existence in other countries too.
The specification sheets of the pilot sites reveal that the gateways, software and protocols
being used and control strategies and methods of controlling the devices being developed
utilise a mix of state-of-art communication and control protocols used in the industry today
and some bespoke domain-specific language, hardware and software when and where, the
existing practices are found to be lacking or are missing.
Based on the data collected on the type of devices that will play a role in the future, the
pilot sites seem perfectly suited to demonstrate how to provide demand response solutions
to blocks of residential and mixed buildings, which account for 40% of the total final energy
consumption in Europe.

5 Acronyms and terms
DR
ICT
RES
DSM
EEX
PV
CHP
BFS
DHW
MPC
SIA
EED
EPBD
CCC
SDES
BBC
IDAE
EHPA
BPIE
APEE
MAP

Demand Response
Information and Communications Technology
Renewable Energy Sources
Demand Side Management
European Electricity Exchange
PhotoVoltaics
Combined Heat and Power
Bundesamt für Statistik
Domestic Hot Water
Model Predictive Control
Swiss Society of Engineers and Architects
Energy Efficiency Directive
Energy Performance of Buildings Directive
Committee on Climate Change
Service de la Donnée et des Études Statistiques
Bâtiment Basse Consommation
Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía
European Heat Pump Association
Building Performance Institute Europe
Anreizprogramm Energieeffizienz
MarktAnpriezProgramm
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7 Annex 1 - St. Cugat pilot site
The Pilot Site in Sant Cugat is a “Block” with 192 flats, 32 offices and 13 commercial
purposes. There are 4 buildings:
 Vollpelleres building with 72 flats, 32 offices and 13 commercial purposes
 Clota building with 54 apartments
 Benet Cortada building with 30 apartments
 Serrabogunya building with 24 apartments
The system in Clota, Benet Cortada and Serrabogunya to offer DHW and Heating is the
same. It is a centralised system with a condensing Boiler to generate heating and DHW with
a solar thermal system to support DHW generation.

Figure 20: Clota, Benet Cortada and Serrabogunya system

There is thermal meter for flat to read DWH and heating consumption. Through the MBUS
protocol, the meters communicate the readings to a gateway to send consumption data to
the ENERGEA server.
In the case of Vollpelleres building, the heating and DHW system is similar to others buildings
with a condensing boiler generating heating and DHW with a solar thermal system to support
DHW generation. For offices and commercial purposes, the system used is Heat Pump to
generate heating and cooling. Besides that, a thermal parabolic collector for high
temperature thermal applications (50 kW) to support heating is installed.
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Figure 21: Vollpelleres system

There are two meters for office/ commercial purposes: one to read heating consumption
and another one for electricity consumption. The communication protocol used by meters
is MBUS again.
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The list of installed equipment is as follows:
Volpelleres
• 4 Condensing boilers (Remeha 115 kW)
• 30 solar thermal panels (BUDERUS) with 6000 litres hot water storage capacity
• Micro turbines for own electricity consumption of the building (65 kWe Capstone)(
Currently out of service
• Absorption cooling system for the commercial premises and offices (Yazaki 70 kWf ).(
Currently out of service
• Electricity heat pump fuelled cooling system for the commercial premises and offices
(Johnson Controls 145 kWf-150 kWh)
• A field of parabolic trough collectors for high temperature thermal applications (50
kW)
La Clota
• 2 Condensing boilers (Adisa 150 kW)
• Tank of 4,500 l for DHW
• 23 solar panels to supply DHW
Benet Cortada/Serrabogunya
• 4 Condensing boilers (Remeha GmbH 150 kW)
• 53 solar thermal panels (BUDERUS) with 10.500 litre hot water storage capacity
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8 Annex 2 - Naters pilot site
The pilot site in Naters is composed of 13 residential multi-family buildings connected to a
centralised heating network. It represents around 180 residential units, which corresponds
to a yearly heat demand of 2 GWh. One of the buildings’ ground floor is commercial. The
buildings’ construction years range from 1970 to 2010, thus their envelopes have different
thermal efficiencies. Aggregated heating/domestic hot water (DHW) and cooling demands
are, respectively, 945.4 kW and 758.9 kW for the pilot site.
Table 7: Typical U values for MFH as per SIA 380/1.

Valeurs limites
Uli;
W/ (m2·K)
Building envelope v/s Building materials

Outside
<2m

Opaque elements (roof, ceiling, walls, floor)

0,17

0,25

0,17

0,25

Windows, French windows

1,3

1,6

Windows with wall-mounted heater

1,0

1,3

Doors

1,3

1,6

Doors bigger than 6 m2

1,7

2,0

Box awning

0,50

0,50

or

basement Non-heated
sement >2m

areas/ba-

Opaque elements with integrated heating system

This means that over a year, a building complying to SIA 380/1 standards consumes
225MJ/m2. However, this is a very particular case for a building built in a particular style
and particular time.
For, Power shifted from the electricity network, the building offers power shifting in three
ways: through the thermal envelope, the distribution system and the storage tanks. The
numbers shown here account for the building and the distribution system together. For the
buildings in Naters, based on the total floor area, the EBF (EnergiebezugFläche; Surface
Reference Energetique, SRE) was estimated to be 18960 m2. This would imply that the total
annual energy per building and power per building for 4266 GJ (assuming that all buildings
in Naters conform to SIA380/1) and 948kW respectively.
Heat pumps: The heat pumps are water-water heat pumps installed in each building of the
site. The heat pumps are one-stage or two-staged depending on the heating requirements
of the building. Table 1 shows the manufacturer, model and capacities (both nominal and
measured) of the heat pumps. The anergy network serves the role of the heat source for the
heat pump.
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Table 3 shows some specification sheets for the heat pump components that are/can be
controlled or measured.
Table 8: Heat Pumps capacities for each site

House
Wernerpark
Wernerpark
Haus Atlanta
Haus Boston
Haus Chicago
Haus Dallas
Alpina Süd
Alpina B
Alpina C
MFH
Furkastrasse
Epiney
MFH
Sandstrasse
MFH
Sandstrasse
MFH
Sandstrasse

Company Model
Waterkotte DS5062.4TAD
Waterkotte DS5044.3T
4- Thermalia X dual
Hoval
90
4- Thermalia X dual
Hoval
74
4- Thermalia X dual
Hoval
74
4- Thermalia X dual
Hoval
74
Viesmann e-NaturaWWH268
Viesmann e-NaturaWWH254
Viesmann e-NaturaWWH280

Nominal
Capacity[kW]

Capacity
[kW]
40
38.9
40
39.7
94

94

76

78

76

78

76
108
84
125

78
107.6
82.8
124.1

Viesmann
Viesmann

BW301.A21
BW301.A21

28
26

27.7
26

Viesmann

BW301.A17

21

20.8

Viesmann

BW301.A17

22

21.1

Viesmann

BW301.A17

22

21.1

Table 9: Heat Pump component specifications.

Heat Pump
Component
Primary
Circulation
Pump
DHW circulation
Pump
Diverter Valve
Inst. Heating
Cooling Valve
Mixer Motor
Control
Secondary
Circulation
Pump
External
blocking signal

Switching
Output(W)/Sensor current(A) and
Type
voltage(V)
200

4(2) A ; 230V

50
130
10
10

4(2)
4(2)
4(2)
4(2)

10

4(2) A ; 230V

130

4(2) A ; 230V

A;
A;
A;
A;

230V
230V
230V
230V

2mA ; 230V
39

Power OFF
Temperature
sensor

0.15A ; 230V
Pt500 /Ni 500

-

Table 10: Anergy network Pipe diameters and lengths

Pipe Diameter
PE 125x7.4mm
PE 140x8.3mm
PE 160x9.5mm
PE280x16.6mm
PE200x11.9mm
PE90x54mm

Length (m)
110
82
30
2.5
305
25

Actual diameter
(mm)
110.2
123.4
141
246.8
176.2
79.2
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Figure 22: Naters Pilot Site
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Thermal network: The thermal energy system consists of 2 low depth (20 m) geothermal
extractions probes, 3 re-injection geothermal probes, a low temperature (LT) heating
network powered by two circulation pumps of 30 kW each and 15 heat pumps. The cold
source of the heat pumps is the LT network connected to the geothermal probes through a
heat exchanger of 955 kW at full load. In summer this system can also be used for freecooling in some buildings. The extraction and injection temperatures (run-out) of the aquifer
are respectively 8-4 °C in winter and 12-8 °C in summer, with very low intra-seasonal
variation. The temperatures of the LT network are the same but shifted by a ΔT of about 1
°C.
Buildings: A buffer tank for space heating and one or two storage tanks (in series) for
domestic hot water (DHW). For sanitary reasons, electric heaters are used to bring the DHW
storage temperature up to 60 °C. The heat is supplied to the flats mainly by floor heating
systems. A three-way mixing valve between the departure and the return of the heating
system guarantees a temperature of 35 °C in the distribution systems inside the buildings.
The heating system operates using variable speed circulation pumps which can be controlled
for improving the system flexibility.
Table 11: Specification of the production/consumption and storage for Naters pilot site

Ref. Power [kW]
ID

Use

B1

Residential

B2

Residential

94

B3

Residential

77.6

B4

Residential

B5

Residential

B6

Residential

B7

Residential

84

B8

Residential

124.1

B9

Residential

B10
B11

2

39.7
1

Cooling
[-]

Heating
0

DHW
2'000

2'000

0
1'500 +
1'500
1'000 +
1'500
1'000 +
1'500
1'000 +
1'500

76

2

1'500

1

62

2

1'500

77.6

1

62

2

1'500

77.6

1

62

2

1'500

108

1

105

1

1'500 +
1'500

[-]

1750

[-]

1'000

[-]

1000

28

[-]

480

1'000 +
1'000
1'000 +
1'000
800

Residential

26

[-]

480

Residential

22

[-]

480

B12

Residential

22

[-]

B13

Residential

22
946.5

Total

1

Heating
38.9

Storage [l]

1
1

El. consumption [kW]
El.
HP [H35°/DHW55°] Heaters
0 / 12.1
10
7.8 / 0

2 x 10

17.4 / 25.2

2x9

14.2 / 21.1

2x9

14.2 / 21.1

2x9

14.2 / 21.1

2x9

18.7 / 26.8
18.6 / 24.3
14.6 / 24
28 / 34.9

2 x 15
2 x 10
2 x 10

4.3 / 6.8

6.7

600

4.3 / 6.8

5

400

3.1 / 5.7

4

480

400

3.1 / 5.7

4

[-]

480

400

3.1 / 5.7

4

[-]

14'150

22'100

166 / 241.3

195.7

Two stages heat pumps
Free cooling with a heat exchanger from the LT heating network
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9 Annex 3 – Specification sheet - Wüstenrot
9.1

Building 1

Demand
Load shiftable
System
System description
Load shiftable [yes/no]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
thermal power output [kW]
annual electricity demand [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

Heat pump
Waterkotte DS 5023 Ai
Yes
10
4
2.0
na
18
4340
1085

System
System description
Load shiftable [yes/no]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
annual electricity demand [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

Electric heating element
Included in HP
Yes
0
6
6
6
260
43.3

Heat storage
System
System description
Volume [m³]
Setpoint temperature [°C]
Delta T load [°C]
Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of contiuous load
[min]
System
System description
Volume [m³]

Heating buffer storage
1
35
2
2.3
7.7
DHW buffer storage
0.5
43

Setpoint temperature [°C]
Delta T load [°C]
Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of contiuous load
[min]
Building Mass
Living area [m²]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
Delta T load [°C]
Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of contiuous load
[min]

45
5
2.9
9.7

285.1
1
20
20
20
2
29.0
96.7

Non load shiftable
System

Household electricity demand
Single family household + additional
System description
appartment
Load shiftable [yes/no]
no
min timespan of operation [min]
na
max power during operation [kW]
15
min power during operation [kW]
0
average power during operation [kW] 8
annual electricity demand [kWh]
7032
annual hours of operation [h]
na
Production
PV generator
System
System description
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation
[kW]

PV
Solar Frontier SF155-L + SMA Inverter Sunny Tripower
15000TL
13.6
0
na
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annual electricity production [kWh] 13447
annual hours of operation [h]
1000

Electrical storage
System
System description
Capacity [kWh]
duration @ pmax [min]
max power input [kW]
max. power output [kW]
Annual load cycles [-]
Life span [load cycles]

9.2

Battery storage
Liacon
5
60
5
5
280
> 7000

Building 2

Demand
Load shiftable
System
System description
Load shiftable [yes/no]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
thermal power output [kW]
annual electricity demand [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

Heat pump
Tecalor TTf10, 9-12 kW
Yes
10
2.05
2.05
na
10
1851.25
903

System
System description
Load shiftable [yes/no]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
annual electricity demand [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

Electric heating element
Included in HP
Yes
0
8.8
8.8
8.8
na
na
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Heat storage
System
System description
Volume [m³]
Setpoint temperature [°C]
Delta T load [°C]
Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of contiuous load
[min]
System
System description
Volume [m³]
Setpoint temperature [°C]
Delta T load [°C]
Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of contiuous load
[min]
Building Mass
Living area [m²]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
Delta T load [°C]
Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of contiuous load
[min]

Heating buffer storage
0.3
35
5
1.74
10.5
DHW buffer storage
0.3
45
5
1.74
10.5

162
1
10
10
10
2
16.48
98.86

Non load shiftable

System
System description
Load shiftable [yes/no]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]

Household electricity
demand
Single family household
no
na
15
0
8
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annual electricity demand [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

4500
na

Production
PV generator
System
System description
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation
[kW]
annual electricity production [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

PV
SMC Solar Europe GmbH - TS-150C1 / TS120C1
13.6
0
na
na
na

Electrical storage
System
System description
Capacity [kWh]
duration @ pmax [min]
max power input [kW]
max. power output [kW]
Annual load cycles [-]
Life span [load cycles]

9.3

Battery storage
Liacon
5
60
5
5
280
> 7000

Building 3

Demand
Load shiftable
System
System description
Load shiftable [yes/no]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]

Heat pump
Alpha Innotec SWC140
Yes
10
4.5
4.5
na
47

thermal power output [kW]
annual electricity demand [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

13.7
4089
909

System
System description
Load shiftable [yes/no]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
annual electricity demand [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

Electric heating element
Included in HP
Yes
0
9
9
9
na
na

Heat storage
System
System description
Volume [m³]
Setpoint temperature [°C]
Delta T load [°C]
Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of contiuous load
[min]
System
System description
Volume [m³]
Setpoint temperature [°C]
Delta T load [°C]
Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of contiuous load
[min]

Heating buffer storage
Not installed
0
0
0
0.00
0.0
DHW buffer storage
0.3
45
5
1.7
7.6

Building Mass
Living area [m²]

327.12

min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
Delta T load [°C]

1
13.7
13.7
13.7
2
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Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of contiuous load
[min]

33.3
145.7

Non load shiftable

System
System description
Load shiftable [yes/no]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
annual electricity demand [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

Household electricity
demand
no
na
15
0
8
7000
na

Production
PV generator
System
System description
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation
[kW]
annual electricity production [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

PV
IBC Polysol 250
28.8
0
na
na
na

Electrical storage
System
System description
Capacity [kWh]
duration @ pmax [min]
max power input [kW]
max. power output [kW]
Annual load cycles [-]
Life span [load cycles]

Battery storage
Liacon
5
60
5
5
280
> 7000
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9.4

Building 4

Demand
Load shiftable
System
System description
Load shiftable [yes/no]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
thermal power output [kW]
annual electricity demand [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

Heat pump
Waterkotte DS 5008 Ai, 6kW
Yes
10
1.5
1.5
1.5
6
1648.3
1099

System
System description
Load shiftable [yes/no]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
annual electricity demand [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

Electric heating element
Included in HP
Yes
0
6
6
6
na
na

Heat storage
System
System description
Volume [m³]
Setpoint temperature [°C]
Delta T load [°C]
Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of contiuous load
[min]
System
System description
Volume [m³]
Setpoint temperature [°C]
Delta T load [°C]

Heating buffer storage
0.45
35
5
2.6
26.1
DHW buffer storage
Not installed
0
0
0
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Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of contiuous load
[min]
Building Mass
Living area [m²]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
Delta T load [°C]
Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of contiuous load
[min]

0.00
0.0

131.9
1
6
6
6
2
13.4
134.1

Non load shiftable

System
System description
Load shiftable [yes/no]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
annual electricity demand [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

Household electricity
demand
no
na
15
0
8
4500
na

Production
PV generator
System
System description
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation
[kW]
annual electricity production [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

PV
TSMC CIGS 140 Modul
7.85
0
na
na
na
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Electrical storage
System
System description
Capacity [kWh]
duration @ pmax [min]
max power input [kW]
max. power output [kW]
Annual load cycles [-]
Life span [load cycles]

9.5

Battery storage
Liacon
5
60
5
5
280
> 7000

Building 5

Demand
Load shiftable
System

Heat pump
Viessman Vitocal 300-G BWC
System description
301.A08
Load shiftable [yes/no]
Yes
min timespan of operation [min]
10
max power during operation [kW]
1.9
min power during operation [kW]
1.9
average power during operation [kW] 1.9
thermal power output [kW]
7.6
annual electricity demand [kWh]
2271
annual hours of operation [h]
1189
System
System description
Load shiftable [yes/no]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
annual electricity demand [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

Electric heating element
Included in HP
Yes
0
9
9
9
na
na

Heat storage
System
System description

Heating buffer storage
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Volume [m³]
Setpoint temperature [°C]
Delta T load [°C]
Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of contiuous load
[min]

0.4
35
5

System
System description
Volume [m³]
Setpoint temperature [°C]
Delta T load [°C]
Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of contiuous load
[min]

DHW buffer storage

Building Mass
Living area [m²]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
Delta T load [°C]
Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of contiuous load
[min]

2.3
18.2

0.39
45
5
2.3
17.8

193.4
1
7.6
7.6
7.6
2
19.7
154.5

Non load shiftable
System
System description
Load shiftable [yes/no]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
annual electricity demand [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

Household electricity demand
no
na
15
0
8
4500
na

Production
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PV generator
System
System description
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation
[kW]
annual electricity production [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

PV
TSMC CIGS 140 + CIGS
150
7.85
0
na
na
na

Electrical storage
System
System description
Capacity [kWh]
duration @ pmax [min]
max power input [kW]
max. power output [kW]
Annual load cycles [-]
Life span [load cycles]

9.6

Battery storage
Liacon
5
60
5
5
280
> 7000

Building 6

Demand
Load shiftable
System

Heat pump
Viessman Vitocal 300-G BWC
System description
301.B10
Load shiftable [yes/no]
Yes
min timespan of operation [min]
10
max power during operation [kW]
2.6
min power during operation [kW]
2.6
average power during operation [kW] 2.6
thermal power output [kW]
10.4
annual electricity demand [kWh]
2271
annual hours of operation [h]
877
System

Electric heating element
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System description
Load shiftable [yes/no]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
annual electricity demand [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]
Heat storage
System
System description
Volume [m³]
Setpoint temperature [°C]
Delta T load [°C]
Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of contiuous load
[min]
System
System description
Volume [m³]
Setpoint temperature [°C]
Delta T load [°C]
Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of contiuous load
[min]
Building Mass
Living area [m²]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
Delta T load [°C]
Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of contiuous load
[min]

Included in HP
Yes
0
10
10
10
na
na

Heating buffer storage
0.046
35
2
0.11
0.6
DHW buffer storage
0.39
45
5
2.3
13.1

307
1
10.4
10.4
10.4
2
31.2
180.8

Non load shiftable
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System
System description
Load shiftable [yes/no]
min timespan of operation [min]
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation [kW]
annual electricity demand [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

Household electricity demand
no
na
15
0
8
4500
na

Production
PV generator
System
System description
max power during operation [kW]
min power during operation [kW]
average power during operation
[kW]
annual electricity production [kWh]
annual hours of operation [h]

PV
SolarWorld Sunmodule Plus SW 270
Mono
5.4
0
na
na
na

Electrical storage
System
System description
Capacity [kWh]
duration @ pmax [min]
max power input [kW]
max. power output [kW]
Annual load cycles [-]
Life span [load cycles]

9.7

Battery storage
Liacon
5
60
5
5
280
> 7000

Georg Kropp School Battery Storage

Electrical storage
System
System description

Battery storage
Liacon
56

Capacity [kWh]
30
min timespan of operational delay
[min]
60
max power input [kW]
30
max. power output [kW]
30
Annual load cycles [-]
280
Life span [load cycles]
> 7000

9.8

Power to Heat System

Heat storage
System
Heating load [kW]
System description
Volume [m³]
Setpoint temperature [°C]
Delta T load [°C]
Storage Capacity (due to delta T)
[kWh]
minimal timespan of continuous
load [min]

Buffer storage
150
9
20
209.00
83.6
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